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THE DEVELO�T OF THE HOUSEHOLD AS THE PRIMARY UNIT OF PRODUCTION lll NEOLITHIC 
AND ENEOLITHIC SOUTH-EAST EUROPE 

1. The Study of Societal Complexity in South-Central Europe

Ruth Tringham 
University of California 
Berkeley 

In this symposium, �e are all interested in the development of societal 

complexity in south-central Europe. Before I begin what is essentially a research 

report, I want to make two general.collllllents; the first is about the analysis of 

social formations in the deep past for which we rely on archaeological data; the 

s�cond is about doing it in south-central Europe. 

The "development of societal complexity" really refers to the transformation 

of society from one form.ition to another; by expressing this term-slightly differently 

again, we·can add a new dimension to the study of social transformations in 

archaeology ai:id bring them into the realm of testable hypotheses. I am referring to 

the study of the transformation of the mode of social reproduction which refers to 

"the socially determined form by which populations reproduce themselves as economic 

entitities"(Friedman and Rowlands, 1978,78). In "analysing a mode of social reproductioD 

rather than a simple labor process, patterns of consumption, distribution and exchange 

within the base, as well as the role of the superstructure, must always· be considered 

in any analysis of the mode of production (O'Laughlin, 1975, 360). The success 

of the archaeologists' investigations of social change, however,meaning their 

relevance and credibility for anthropological research in general, depends on their 

choosing the appropriate level of analysis for the enquiry, and carrying out the 

enquiry on a numbg�fatYfiiels of analysis. The so-called "social archaeologists", as 

exemplified by the recent volume of Renfrew and Shennan (1982) have tended to 

restrict their investigations and interpretations of social change to the macro-level 

and political qu_estions of the tribe, the chiefdom,· the settlement, and the region,

in which behaviour has, of necessity, been extrapolated from specific examples to 

a cultural or group norm. 

It may be regarded .as a step forward that archaeologists are now joining 

the ranks of the enlightened who have descended to analysis at the level of the 

smallest unit of socio-economic behaviour: the household. The household has become 

of increasing importance a� the unit of analysis for those anthropologists studying 

peasant societies (Barlett, 1980); it forms the basis of Sahlins! Domestic Mode 

of Production (Sahlins, 1972), and his re-popularisation of Chayanov's Household 
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Household Organization (Chayanov, 1966). The household is of great importance for 

the.new school of_time-space-motion geographers (Carlstein, 1982) and for many 

economic, social and demographic historical analyses (Laslett �nd W�ll, 1972; see 

also the contributions to the Wenner-Gren symposium on The Household: Changing Form 

and Function in 1981 ). And now we have Household Archaeology (Flanery, 1976; Wilk 

and Rathje,· 1982)l The advantage as ca_ level of analysis that the household has ·for 

all of these social scientists is that it ,illows amall-scale pre-capitalist societiE 

to be analysed by the same statistical �nipulations as those which are used to test 

theories (including game-theory and decision-theory) formulated by microeconomists 

and sociologists in capitalist societies. With larger-scale units, such as the 

lineage, the village, : the tribe or the region, such analyses are much more 
0

difficult. 

T_he danger in the use of the household as a unit of analysis, at least 

for archaeologists studying soci<l,J. change, is that it may prove to be too seductive, 

so that all change of a social and economic nature is seen through the eyes of the 

micro-unit, whereas the actual.primary unit of social reproduction might be an 

agglomeration of households - a corporate body such as-a lineage or entire village. 

It is important, therefore, that socio-economic analysis, as in other fields, is 

carried out at both the micro-level of the househol�, and the macro-level of the· 

lineage, village,region, known world and so on. 

Hayden and Cannon have actually recommended that archaeologists analyse 

social and economic change at the level of the "corporate group", since the 

household level presents such a jungle of variability (Hayden and£aru;wn, l982). 

There are two points of criticism which might be made to this statement; the first 

is that the "corporate group" for Hayden and Cannon has a great deal in COllllllOn with 

the "household" as defined by Wilk and Rathje(1982). When ·discussing the analysis of 

living societies, Barlett has mentioned that the "line between macro-level and 

household level factors is often arbitrary" (Barlett, 1980, 553). Moreover, by its 

very definition, the "corporate group" seems less easily identified and therefore 

less easy to use as a unit of _anl,llysis than "household". The second point is that 

the complex variability �t- the household level is meaningful for understanding the 

mode of social reproduction and -its_ transformations; such variability should not 

be.ignored as representing a tangled jungle - it has patterns which can and should 

be explained, even by archaeologists; variability in households can depend, for 

example on varyi�g positions in the cycle of household development, and resulting 

variation in wealth, property and size of population:. 
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The importance of the household is that it is the minimal (and can be 

maximal) unit of economic production and/or social reproduction and thus enables 

the a_rchaeologist to analys·e in a quantifiable way the co-operative organization 

and social relations of production, consumption and distribution of resources, and 

even their transmission (Wilk and Rathje, 1�82 ). The investigation of these 

functions at a micro-level enables the investiagtion of social change with a 

credibility that enquiry at inore macrolevels into kinship relations and the basis 

and manifestation of political power cannot achieve. 

This then was the first general point that I wanted to make. 

My second point is that south-central Europe bas been chosen as the topic 

of this symposium for a particular.reason. What is it that bas drawn the participants 

in this symposium together? Some might dare to suggest that this iirea more .. tban.any 

other in Europe is where U.S. archaeologists have been heavily involved in primary 

research; hence it must_ represent a region which is fruitful for providing case

studies to test processual models of behavioural change. This argument would furtbermo: 

suggest that these models could be tested (and are tested) as easily elsewhere, but 

the data is rich and appropriate in south-central _Europe and has been relatively 

carefully collected. 

I would argue, however, that south-central.Europe represents �ch more 

than a playground for exercising what Trigger has called "technical and theoretical 

virtuosity" (Trigger, 1980, 183) in a culture-free context, whether this is 

concerning the adaptive behaviour of agriculturalists or the mechanisms by which 

elites rise and are maintained. The historical background of this part of Europe 

provides_, a context of long-term multilinear transformation of society whose 

formations are in sharp contrast to those of the Mediterranean and Near Eastern 

societies, and yet inextricably bound up with these and those societies to the 

north and east .. The explanation for the variation .in social formation and its 

transformations in these areas, why for example urban centres and "civilization" 

were never a part of pre-Roman .t.empera_te Europe, and the complexities of the process

through ten thousand years and more of transformation cannot be obtained without 

this historical context. It seems to me then, that the papers in this symposium do 

not represent dispa;ate case-studies, but cumulative research to explain the 

historical process in south-central Eu�ope. 
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2. A Model for the Develoe:nent of the Household as the Primary Unit of Production 

In keepin� with the �hove sentiments, I should say at the oµtset that the 

model which I present owes very little to the Law of Least Effort and the rationality 

of Economic Man. From this point of view it is not a predictable model of human 

behaviour. I hope, howeve_r, that at .least it is explanatory. These words are a 

response to Robert Whallori's critique.in Renfrew and Shennan (1982) but do not have 

to be heard by him except perhaps. in some "ET"like telepathic mode. The model which 

is presented below draws much of its explanation from the so-called "irrationalities" 

of pre-capitalist behaviour. It is based on the principal that transformations in 

the productive process (production, consumption and distribution and tri!sitf��fofi?j 

are the result of transformatio·ns in the social formation and not vice versa 

(Friedman and Rowlands, 1978; Godelier,197T;Mei:lblnpux';1960). The model deals with 

an important transformation in the mode .of social reproduction in the 1.ater neolithi 

societies of south-east Europe in which not only was their society changed, but also 

their pattern of residence and utilisation of resources and their relations with 

the outside world. This social transformation revolves around the hypothesised 

·emergence of the household as the primary unit of production during the late neolithi 

Vinca C culture in the
.
Danube-Morava and the Tisza culture of the Tisza Valley

Hungarian Plain ,;.'.which happen i:o be two well-researched areas. It is likely 

that the same.transformation took place at about the same time elsewhere in the 

middle Danube valley. 

The "household" not only has advantages as_a unit of analysis, but it is 

hypothesised that at certain times, i.e. in certain situations, for example during 

the emergence of the Domestic Mode of Production (Sahlins, 1972) it plays a primary 

':role as the organizing unit of co-operative labour, production, consumption and 

sharing of resources, the transmission of property and rights from one generation to 

another, and the creation and maintenance of ties and alliances with other units 

through marriage and other forms of exchange; in short in some situations the 

household becomes the primary unit of social r_eproduction .. , .. • 

Michael Rowlands bas formulated a model of ·the social transformations in 

Bronze· Age Europe, accorqing to which a complex and expansionist network of exchange 

existed, grew and changed throughout Europe with regional variation, and which was 

created and maintained by the prestige and bonding needs of marital and other 

• alliances between large. corporate patrilocal households .. (Rowlands,. 1980). He is 

arguing, as far as I see it, for a flexible basis for the ranking and stratification 

of society, rather than the emergence and growth of fixed elite classes, whose power 

grew and crystallised through control of the production process; which characterises 
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1ome other models of Bro2e Age eocial_change in Europe (Gilman,-1981). The model for
• 

the corporate household which adminietered marriage contracts for its m�ere and 
,. 

thus created its own network of alliances is based on indications of Inda-European• 

philology and early textual evidence of ludo-European social structure, as well as 

the analogy of Omaha type of household alliance organization. I am sure that the 

model has come in for eome heavy criticism, �but !-.nevertheless i.think, that .. i t .. has 

great.implications for_the .explanation.of the lack.of:urban .developme�t and states

in E�rope. 

The reason why I mention.Rowlands paper at this point is not because I 

want to suggest in any way that a similar social formation existed 2000 years 

before. The question which interests me concerns the large households with their 

ailiance networks. At what point ·do such households emerge in Europe, how and why? 

Do they emerge with the--e.stablishm.ent of permanent agricultural villages? Are they 

always associated with the establishment and maintenance of alliance networks? Does 

the formation of such a household create the network of exchange (as Rowland 

suggests) or is it a form of social unit which grows out of intensification of 

production caused by a wide exchange of goods and the control and accumulation of 

certain key resources? Can we see a continuity between the household formation in 

"Old Europe" and that of the "proto-Indo-Europeans''i-, of ·the 2nd mill.? These are 

provocative questions which do not actually form part of the model I 1111 presenting 

here:·, but serve to put that model in its wider historical perspective. 

The model for the emergence of households and social inequalities in the 

Neolithic of south-east Europe, which I want to present.here is on a somewhat 

smaller and:certainly less international scale .than that formulated by Rowlands·for 

the Bronze Age .. Like that of Rowlands, it suggests that the "social" function of 

the household in �ecuring partners for its marriageable members by alliances within 

and outside the village and the maintenante of these social bonds by varioue
f

other 
sucn at intensi ication 

forms of exchange, displays and accumulation stimulates and directs•·the ·tran)lformations, 

in production, consumption and distribution of resourc_es. The changes in the social 

functions of the households are themselves a �roduct of the increasing degree of 

sedentism and the establishment of permanent villages 1500 years· after the initial 

introduction of a food-producing subsistence strategy into the.Danube basin. The 

causes of the establishment of permanent villages are themselves still very much 

under discussion. The explanations vary from a response to external stress such as 

the restriction of res_ource catchment area to a state _which is temporarily entered 

for tactical reasons such as cooperation in food-quest. or defense and which cannot 

subsequently be escaped (Harris, 1978;.Rafferty,n.d.; Tringham,n.d.,Kaiser and 

• 
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Voytek,n.d., Bender, 1978). The question of aedentiBtD dominates (if generally 

implicitly) all of the models of the "Neolithic Revolution", but ,the nature of 

the enormous social and economic transformations which resulted from the establiahme� 

of permanent villages is only now beginning to be considered. 

The model presented here for social transformation in the Neolithic and 

Eneolithic'of south-east.Europe, as seen in the middle Danube basin, takes off from 

vari_ous research projects which a number of us have been carrying out in the last 

few years (Sherratt, 1982a, 1982b;Chapman, 1981; Tringham et al. 1980; Kaiser and 

Voytek, n.d.). 

Andrew Sherratt drew attention to the change from the small opportunistic 

settlements of the FTN Keros culture on the Great Hungarian Plain to the large 

aggregated settlements of the later neolithic Tisza/Szakalhat culture which were 

associated with the intensification of production (involving especially cattle) and 

an elaboration of ritual items. 

A similar process of change in a similar time-period was noticed south of 

the Great Hungarian Plain in the Moravo-middle Danube basin of east.Yugoslavia 

from the short-term "tactical"settlements of the FTN Starcevo culture whose faunal 

debris comprises mostly sheep/goats to the aggregated long-term settlements placed 

( 

in locations for the "strategic" utilisation of res'ources, foremost among which in tht 

animal world were cattle which characterise the later neolithic Vinca culture 

(Chapman, 1981;
0

Tringbam, 1971; Kaiser and Voytek, n.d.). 

The changes in settlement pattern, the concentration on local cattle and 

pigs, ,.the changes in ceramic styles, and the increase in the frequency of elaborate 

ritual.items such as figurines, ·was interpreted originally (and this interpretation 

still holds for IIIIIIIY),as a new late neolithic migration o� an agrarian population to 

the Danube valley, mirroring the original FTN migration, from the south, from the 

Aegeo-Anatolian area. I think that John Chapman (1981, 33-39) and the rest of us 

(including of course Colin Renfrew) have successfully argued against this interpre

tation and for its alternative, that is that the Vines culture represents an 

essentially internal evolution from the FTN agricultural population of Europe, 

without disruptions or augmentations from any_ further demic diffusion from the 

south. I have ar.gued, however, that internal evolution does. not mean evolution in 

isolation (Tringham, 1979). Thus this paper starts from the premise that the Koros

Tisza-Tiszapolgar sequence and the Starcevo-Early Vinca-Late Vines sequence 

represents the transformation of the eariiest agriculturalists from semi-sedentary 

t 
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low-productivity labour-extensive fanDer-herders with loose-knit units of social 
,, 

co-operation into fully sedentary relatively intensive village farmers with fixed 

long-lasting households established as the unit of social and economic co-operation. 

The argument suggests that this process took ca.1500 years to complete and we first 

see clear signs of tbe:establiahment of pennanent villages in the Vinca C period. 

The problem for us.to model, then, is how and why such a transformation 

should have taken place. On� might argue that this is a non-problem, since like the 

acceptance and adoption of food-p�oduction techniques in the first place, the success 

of an agriculturally based society is assured and its advantages are obvious; 

following this argument further, by the expansionist nature of an agricultural 

�conomy, an agricultural population will inevitably grow and expand and in the 

struggle to control the -expansion; the culture will inevitably develop and become 

more COIIIP.lex: One could argue this. But I prefer to draw attention to the fact (that 

is if you are convinced by the Carbon 14 dates in the Danube Valley) that when the 

earliest agricultural population moved into the Danube-Morava valley, there existed 

in the Danube Gorges a series of sedentary hunter-gatherer settlements whose 

productivity, knowledge and utilisation of local resources, and social complexity 

was far greater than that of the FTN Starcevo settlements (Tringham, 1973). It was not 

at all inevitable that the FTN agriculturalists would survive and socially reproduce 

themselves. For the sake of speed and space I have now converted my model into a 

scenario. But in a fairly length1model-building-testing paper I have attempted to 

demonstrate that the·exchanges between the hunter-gatherers in the Danube Gorges 

(for example at Lepenski Vir) and the FTN agriculturalists of the Starcevo culture, 

which involved infonDation and people.as well as the archaeologically more visible 

goods, led to the_transformation of both societies; in this transfonDational process,. 

the FTN agriculturalists learned about local resources and received a stimulus for 

intensified production and more settled way of life, as a result of which the 

hunter-gatherers had their social reproduction completelr disrupted after which their 

culture did not survive(Tringham, n.d.), 

The death of the Lepenski Vir culture and the abandonement of the Danube 

Gorges not long afterwards coincides with the first steps towards the establishment 

of sedentary farming villages in the earliest settlements of the Vinca culture 

(Vines A) at the base of a number of long-livgS7filfi�ents of the_ Vines culture, such 

as Vines itself, I would suggest that it is no-accident that the first Vinca 

aettlementa emerge in the lower Morava valley and the area of the Danube-Morava-Tamis 

confluence, that is in those areas_ where the FTN settlements had been in closest· 
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proximity to the hunter-gatherers of the Danube Gorges. From this aame area�the_ 

Vinca culture (along with sedentary eettlements) spre.ad southward, and northwards 

during it• Vinca Band C phase. In fact I am suggesting that the bunter-gatherer■ 

of the Lepenski Vir culture in encouraging and providing the initial stimulu1 for 

the growth of the agriculturalists , which we see archaeologically in the formation 

of the Vinca culture, at the same time sowed the seeds of their own destruction(or 

at least tliat of their way of life) .. 

Thus the situation of change in unit of .social reproduction as suggested 

here seems quite analogous to the change in social form in lowland Mesoamerica, as

it has been hypothesised by Wilk and Rathe(1982). Their earliest agricultural phase 

was hypothetically characterise� by loose-knit flexible short-lived households in 

which the village and houses may have remained on the same spot but were not 

occupied continuously and comprise series of short-lived occupations separated by 

collapse and re-building of the same houses. This pattern was also transformed into 

one comprising more fixed longer-lived households �isplaying (they hope) the full 

household cycle. 

The process of transformation of the agriculturalists from FTN to Vinca C 

has at least three features which are testable by archaeological data: intensificatior 

of production,_ increasing degree of sedentism and the establishment of permanent 

settlements, and the change of the social unit of production to the long-term 

household. The model suggests that this process was set in motion by exchange 

between hunter-gatherers and aagriculturalists. In the models of both Rowlands and 

Bender these exchanges shouid have been most importantly in the nature'of alliances 

to ensure marriage partners as much as to maintain a flow of goods between the two 

groups. In theirs and this model it is presumed that exchanges were desired and 

even competed for amongst the FTN loosely-knit groups.-Presumably a maarriage 

alliance with the settled hunter-gatherers was considered.advantageous. It may be 

suggested from this that production of exchangeable goods and their accumulation 
C�M4-'�r., � 

would have been stimulated in this way, It is the� the alliance network t�� 

competition between households which must have made the difference and lifted any 

constraints on the intensification of production, It is like.ly in this process that 

establishing the househo�d as fixed alliance unit and settling down into a permanent 

settlement represents one and the same process at first0 •thlS the small settlements 

we·see in Vi�ca-Tordos (A-B) are in fact the emrging households in a process of 

becoming permanent, and the larger villages of the Vinca C phase represent the 

completi,on of this process and already the seeds -of its change with a number of 

households organised in one village in competition with each other. 
sihl41-i.a\r,, 

The actual testof such a model would be to have a number of sites of the Vinca 



., 

phaaea A-C excavated with a view to investigating all three of these aspects of 

change, So far, however, no such teat has been carried out on a single site of 

the Vinca culture, let alone a number, 

). The archaeological data on the social transformations of the early Vinca culture 

•

The archaeological evidence for the intensification of production during 

this reriod, meaning overall .
. increase in labour_ input into the produc�ion process, 

increase in the channelling of labour effort into the sequence of specific tasks, 

as well as diversifying and increasfng the resource base, has already been discussed 

at .length for this period (Tringham, 1971; Tringham et al, 1980; Kaiser and Voytek, 

n.d.; Chapman, 1981), This is the most testable aspect of the whole question and.

formed the basis of our research at Selevac,

For the evidence of increasing permanence of settlement, Chapman relied 

especially on the thickness of the cultural layer (Chapman, 1981, 47). At Selevac, 

our conclusions on duration of settlement were based on the houses themselves 

and the labour con:mi.tment put into them and provision for long-term duration: 

methods and materials of construction, maintenance, destruction and replacement 

of the houses; in addition·we used evidence in and around.the structures for 

behaviour expected to be associated with increasing permanence of settlement (based 

on ethnographic observations): the_provision for storage and the accumulation of 

goods, specialised fixed organization of space including the location of garbage 

areas, production areas and so·on, and spatial organization of buildings; and finally 

information on the use-histories of houses and their associated finds and stages 

of use-life of materials in more permanent settlements. At Selevac in fact beca�se of 

the lack of exposure and data on spatial organization of data, the information on 

duration of residence concentrated on the information on building construction, 

destruction and replacement. It is this data which I shall present here. 

At Selevac, the 3 metres of cultural deposits have been divided on the basis 

of their stratigraphy into nine building horizons probably of unequal duration (fig, ) 

In these nine building levels, three "architectural phases" have been distinguished. 

These latter, although based mostly on architectu�al-stratigraphic information seem 

likely to correspond to different parts of the transformational process I have been 

discussing, and correspond also to different phases·of the Vinca culture. This 

correspondence is supported by Carbon 14 dating, 

The eariiest ·phase is .represented by four horizons in the re-building of a 

aingle structure (house 6), The floor alone and part of the external wall represented 

by a row of postholes bas survived. The floors of each re-building is represented by 

a thin layer of unburned sterile clay on which are deposited thin patches of ash, 

charcoal and burned earth, with virtually no sign of burned clay rubble, The posthole 

comprise, deep narrow closely packed postholes (1 1,5 m. below floor level, This 
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structure bas been interpreted as a wooden structure which was occupied for short 
periods and left.to collapl!e and rot, whereupon it was re-built using the same I 

repeated but not continuous occupation over several generatio postholes, thus imlying 

Thus this mode of house replacement resembles that of a tell in that there is comple 

vertical superimposition of structures and cake-like formation of stratified deposits 

but wi_thoui: the long continuous occupation implied by tell settlements for example 

at Vinca and in the Aegean drainage area. Sediment-coring showed that small patches 

of deep deposits of vertical superimposition existed at ither areas of the site. In 

fact during the 1976 season another area, but less clear of this kind was excavated. 

The second phase, represented by two building horizons, has the remains of 

two adjoining houses. 1n this case the structure was also held up by the external 

supporting walls which were even more solidly founded, their deep densely packed 

posts being placed·in a trench packed with sterile earth. The floors of the houses 

comprised thicker layers of unburned sterile clay,.on which bad been deposited the 

same ash/burned earth and charcoal patches, but with slightly more evidence for 

burned clay rubble. In the case of these two houses, however, there was no vertical 

superimposition. The later house is an extension and a replacement of the older 

house. These two fllors are associated with internal clay-lined pits which have :been 

interpreted as storage pits.These houses are also interpreted as wooden houses with 

at most a thin coating of clay to prolong their use-lives. In the layers of the first 

two architectural phases, however, there is very· little burned clay rubble, compared 

to the final and third architectural phase. 

The final architectural phase comprises one building horizon only. This is al 
burned :..clay rubble house of spectacular appearance, of the kind known ..... -

·universally in Vinca C and D settlements, and in ot�er parts of southeast Europe at

this time.Vines, the type-site is exceptional in having e�idence of this kind of 

structural remains in the Vinca A-B levels. This is the phase in which we are

suggesting that the process of sedentisation and establishment of the household as 

the fixed unit -of production reached a peak. Much of the data that we have in 

reconstructing the materials and methods of . .construction and destruction of the 

structures ·comes from the data collected at Gomolava, a site whqse burned houses are

,contemporary with those of Selevac. At Selevac there are the incomplete remains of 

two �tructures, in which the external walls were built of a light planking covered

on inner and outer surfaces by a 10 cm. thick layer of clay and chaff etc. mixture

and the inner walls of a wattling frame covered with clay. The floors of the houses

comprise a thicb lqyer of clay (which is burned) on a l�yer of horizontal planks.

Each structure is founded on a 50 cm. thick layer sterile earth which acts as a

levelling or foundation layer. At Gomolava, these structures are, full of internal

furniture such as ovens, weaving areas, platforms and so on •

~
 

"'" 
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.1ltooll8h in tbie phaae it 1a suggested that the proceas of eedentiatticn wu 

ta:r advanced, the 110de ct house replaonent wu by oomplete hoJizontal. diap�t 

ct the subaequent houaea. By thia prooeaa,�duriJJ& the'TiDD& ��at Se1.,.ac, ,the.�.- ·t ·:' 
, • • ... ,, . ' .... • I'� '·. '."'" -1�../ 

cultural depoaite were spread cmsr an area.of 80 hectares, .although probably lAH tban·:,··-.',-r.
15 hectare. wu s 1 H.i occupied at arzy- am tae (Che.pun, 1981 J 1'ringhaa et al. 1980). ·, • 

. .. 
•. . . ·. . ..... .. 

:\: 
-

!he clumge to a structure which YU bailt primaril;r.ot cli\Y en a·relatinl,y ll&ht :. 

WOOF traanorlt llhich �teriaea the V1nca c period. at .Sele,-ac 'and 11robably in;�:--- ... • !

general, ill interpreted aa re;preND.t:illa' the ccna�tion of a. building which;· with 
···a • '

reeu].ar aaintenmioe1su.ah·u-l.1Jai:Dg :the wall.a, could lut for aore .than a hUDdred-
yeara.

Much of the other erldence interpreted &I! indtcating increasing aedentima C8Jl al.so be 

wsed to indicate the emergence 
_
ct ·the houaehold u the ·clear unit ct p�duction�-� ·.!a

. . . 
mentioned before these two !eature11 are clo11ely interdependent. It 1a really essential 

for the inve•ti8&tion·of.-,l)gth- aedentiaa and howseholde to han a large. area exposed by 

e:xcaT&tion.-it the 111te ot·Gomolan, thia YU provided but with little attention to the 

spatial cliatribation of associated artitacta and the)area between the howsaa (Brukner, ,; • • 
\ ..... .. . ' • i' • 

1961 ) • . ' • • · • · • -•• - .._.. r 
\ .. ' 

In the study of �· emergence of hollaeholde, it should ba re-bered that one · • 
., a 

cannot aa!S\all that a "householdR corresponde to a· houae u excavated amhaeoloBioally. 

�hua the eatabHsbmsnt ct :fi:ald•f'urniture, tool-kits, ovens and.so on inside a houae will 

J10t eatabliah that it represents the unit of production • .1a Rathje and Yilk obaern, one 

should 1oak at the ·behsrlotrr llhiah 1a 81ZPp088dl,y associated with the emergence of 

houaeholde aa .the miit � FO�� � � �� � �- � _auration of ,-u,. �ebold

in a oycle of groirth-� �; in which one ahcul.d lie.able -to aee a long-�m pattern 
• 

-

• 

�i . r"' .. ':; • 
• - �; -� - ,,.� ... _.'.: - ,.-

ot additions and modifications -to atru.otarea, • and care in�their aaintenanoe J �u,r9_-: ·, 
• •' . • � ·- ...... • • •  ·, ·•,-,:."'-I 

1:.ature� llhich can be-tested archaeologically, a1�':i-t.1a·certainly not eaz:,.. ·.�fJie-... ,;., 
-

' ' .. - ._ �· _· ) .. ' 
• 

-♦·-.� .• ),I-,.,,-� 

diange in uteriala "11Sed :m':the oonatru.otion or a-µ-uctarea·in .. :Yinca C;irou1d indioat•"' :::.:..,
.• • ....... -. ·". • • • .,,► �- / __ • - ..., -� ··.z..,.. . , .. ,. • ..1,...; � • ..,.,....- -·-

a Jl8lf provision tor au.ah-a loJlg te:m cycle. It � 9!8Jl be ;that what n see in J>hsae • 2 ·at ..

Selnac in the 110diticati01r ·of· 'j;be houae represents -i>rotlaion "bf a � �ld, 

• althollih I tbink the·area e:x�a;�d· ia too �-to ���·�··conlcusive; But rlth • .,

respect to this ·question;·• it becomes imperati-n, to pay ,more·!1�?'ntion·to·- � phe�non • •.

of the ahailge in �thod ·of houee replacement in Sel� phase ' and other Vinca C
� ...... . . . -

settlements and the apparent change in house destruction in which the structures were • •.• .-

burned in� violent tire11. Thia 1a part of the :ratio�� ·or the rese� which I�":' ..•

been doing at Gcaolsva to investi8&te the cauae of � tire• -. whether the� are

«\ieliberate or accidental., ·and whether all tbe houe�s .which seem to � o� a single • ·, ').
building horizbn �din the same contlaa=tion or 1n·,eeparate tires.· llecauee �! � :,

lack of information on the exact atra��c position �tween:�uees: this is P� to 

I 

--



• - . _ 12 _ 
r __ 

.be ditfiouli to" pl"OT8 either -,y." l:\nreve;, it is clear that the 

0

houee11 burned .L..:;: ::;l
. ;:_ . : ;�-- ��ture,s, in� 110111e places u.i 'tc?:1,100° ·c, enough to vitrify ceremice and cleya.

:..:: iJ ··:-��·ia.• ;v.r,r hl&h ·1;emper11;ture tor a hou.ee tire but oould be produced by a au.dden and 

:,�:��J�i���t·�,.-�hl�tion'. ot _rind,. door �peniDg and %00! talllJig ;J; it oould a1,so be ·.
'"'-••• l•lr 1•t� . � t� •••· •, r,, . ., � '--. � 

, -.. -'<':/,, Jl?'O� � liaT;f.:ag lli&bl;r n-able aatllriala in.aide, tor e:umpie it part ot the h=ise .-as 

-;:.,: ,_. u.,sed aaa granary ..
. 
Bu.ch�a tamperatu:re ooul.d alao be produced by deliberate arson. The 

• •  :· - �' . ... . •. . • '<..' . • . 
• 

& -; • • : • • • • • • ' 

• • ;_c\ lut t,n,:poeeibilltiea -� nr1':�ant_..n:plicst:Lona to-z: the ·theory of the emer�:-- . '\;• . . ' . • .· .,,_ .. ··--· . . 
• , '. ot � household; the 1'1:ret �,stiDg withi.n..JlOuae atorage, the �econd 11uggesti.Dg 

-:-c··
. 

·., po,seible deliberate burntng at the'end ot the'bouisebold:;c:yole. But'until the z:eeearch has. . . . . 
- gona turtbe;-, this ill still ,speculation.

;. : � • otl:M,r aignificance of houae replaceme�t �� tor the. emergence· of the household

. '
f 

-
�

-;- •_ia tha� a � "tryliF11'8 'l1llzy h.a:.-e �en bull t ,separateJ.;r fraa the old not only becauee the

.• •:•i ·;_ �rd,�--� andjquite•,mmodifiable, but becauae it YWI a practice to Ull8 the old

. ·:_.�-. �� buildiilg,s after·.:tlJeir· de,struction. Tiie:re iB BQll8 nr.r '1.nte:re,stillg work being clone 'Ii 

• ', ::, '. G� Sbaffer in ItaJ.;r t�r -reoonstructillg the �taee of. the �e-life �f a houae at the time

.. ' 

l ., ."':. ,., ' 

.. : .,_,ot ·inm:dng, i.e. waa ·it alread;,y abandoned when the tire ,occurred, vhioh ve hope to
·incorporate in our OYn -reaearch..!leamrhils, I ·would draw your attention to the houee,s at . . . ' � 
G01101aTa, in which there seem to be, at·1east in 2 or 3 cases, pairs of bo1U1e11; one , . . 

.
. 

: which is 'burnad oontaining:aas,se,s of. 'bul'ruld collapsed potlS and other dome,stica goods; 

tba other, GJl8 aetre-or les,s � 1rhich is Tirtuall;r•empt,y; vhich u;y be indicating t..>o 
, .: structure� belongi.JJg to .the �e hpuaehold at two different pointa .in its cyole •

• • .•·
f

' • • 

• • __ , • _·:;.; ·_,,. •,hell8 -are·tbe 'lllpll. indicaticma•of·the eu.rgence of .the-household trom an architeotuz
� , ,,.;1-- . , . ,• . ' . 

• •. ,point of T18Y. A �,st important· indication vhich will be discussed by Barbara Voytek and
• ._ • T 

, : - . -:: : !ria Xaiaer ill the separation· of a household trom • others in a villap '1n the produotion 

�:,;;;;jt;�;-�s:f�, ia . .ill the _P��tion,. consumption� �tribliti�n of resource�khich will

;;•:�r...,17,;.a.8IIO!llltrate i�el!iJ!Ot·-tml;r:�j;y�tioallY.;-µ ·�:.a�� u cel'llldca {perhaps) but in
"".::-• \'- }j �1'., V ""·t:�"".',...,.-iff."��;-$.'f � .,.•,.:e, I,• t-,. Ka� y�t:.:t-'--/1'',. PracA/£..fi;:-��� • ., �� ' ' ,. "". •, •• � . . 

• ·: ·:_.�\� 'tii; -��, �-f �-� _ � -��:�_!)� .and -�1;ion �! .ateriale in .essociation

... , �---;: :..,1th' particular -;-esidenoe .l!Pi ts• � 11epam tion of the houaebold tro111 the rest of the 
,"'1 ;_

•
·� '-':�.: �• • 

r v. \ .... •, ,.,r, .-� ... •• I ',_..., • � ,,. •._ ·• •, ,. • ' - i 

,-�: . "'.·1''\�1.1.aBe :.and :cohesion amo:cg •its IIISlll'!?erB can mani.feat itself in outwµd. sign.B of ovnerehip
:.�i�:::.

,,,.
..gt.,·.. .. • � ' . .' • ... ; . . . 

.. •'i.i7'. -+·-..-or producer aarks. Su.ch .an interprets:ti-on-has given to the so-called •potters• marlcs"

.:�t;�:+:which oc� in the Vin.ca C phase: Tiiis interp�tstion has ilio. been given to the figurine1

>�1 ·�-'� .. vlii�h:�ccur in. enormousl;r increased quantities in �e Vines c period," incluoing Selevao _.
,:

l 
,• ;� : l''t. . ,- • . ,•, - ' �•-� •. • ••• , "I • ,' , • 

• 

J\:, ' .. • p�e 3. _ An � ternative inte�tstion of'. these {s that they are part of the increased
• • appearance of _ritaj. objects.in this.period and the ri�ation:!)f_ production activitis1 

'i�·•/ , ,_to compensate !or the �ertainti� and inse�ties of the participants as the new 

\, ·· -' � · '�o�i.al i'�:m eme;��. 
• • .,_ . • ·, • ." • • • • • 

-:I �.,. ; 
•• 

• 7# 

.. 

✓ 
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f • 
• • I .,.. � • ., •• - -••• ,/ • ..., - �•:. i., I { • 

J' 1.Dal.ly, in the tbeo;ry of � -rgence of houaebolda u • the unit of eOODOllio • :. • ":" • 

productton .&Jld 11001.al -zeproduction, the aycl! �! e:rolu'tion �ugh which ••ho
·
l� �.-/ �- �

1n which -tbe;y expand, .accumulate �th,p�rty ·IIJld -be�, and· then oontraot, leada �. 1, .

1Deq1lll.lltiea between the bouaebolda, aa veu· u the JJyr1ad. of Taria'tion between them 

(Sahl.ina, 1972). Tiia is ..-err lllil.y .+ill ,.or the temporary- and fie:d.ble �tra�icat1011.. 

between :mm difierent bouseholda of ,- Tillap and between �ape �- -the· Domestic .Bode_ , -�. ; 

tr p fOduction •. the inequali t1;es maJJi.feet �elns 1n ac�sii. �- producb. and- ,the • ••• ::. • 

production procees, i.e. not Qilly 1;be p:roducte of exchange with other groups-but·al.ao ·to ---�..;. 

the rm, aaterlals and techniques and, equipnent :for ms.king � or8:ffi�C1Ql�arc�g{�!ffl10� 

inequi.ity in acceaa to tangible material. goods, BB seen archaeologically, certainly �c�· 

inequalities in �cese 'to infomation and alliance exchan8es• All 'eucb. �alliences· and 
4 • � - • . . . • � 

exchallge11 of :aaterial.8 were on a relatiwel.y local scale, with sOIDS exceptions, until the 

late uioll:thic. � the7!1tl:atification. cau.eed � IIUCh inequalities was relatively
- ·\ ' 

temporez:,: (i.e•not aore•·.tbmnme person's lifet:iJDe).I! this 1110del of hoUBehold -production,

it u llDl.ikBl.y that.higb.l,y stratified societies ·rlth��lind rank:iDg lu� eBTI1rel

generations denloped.· rt and ho..-they did in the .late �olithic/Early Bronze j.ge of 
I • • • • • "'  • 

aoutheaat Europe ie 8Jl0�r · sto:ey, aa is the question of whether the large household contimu 
I 

• 

-to act aa the priJls.ry unit-of social reprodllotion in these.periods. 
- - r 

: • • 
• ' \ ·.' 

• 
f'" -� ' • 
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? f..... .1cknovledRementa � ·: •• • 
:•J ;_ ' ' ;, t • ., ' ,· 
' • � J.' should li.ke to thaDk all the .American, � tish and YU8(lslav members ot the Se evac 
\: •• · }��ol�gical �am, � tbs �J>�duote �t wboee research !cl'II lllU0h ct the data baae· tor thia 
!,, •. . .• I .. ·, . ' I " ' ' . . 
i:1->paper •. ��d al.eo_� to thllDk �.llogd.an Brwaier; director ot the' ucanticna ·at 
• '.· �. Goaol.an. 1980-1982 fer allOlring. 1118 -to uae the unpu.bliablld data' f-ro,a Gomolan in thia pape I
t' .... � • 

" • .,., . . . . . 
, • •• and tor 'agreeing to ''163' reeearch at his aite. I should eepecially like .to aclal.owl.ed&e 1lbe . 
___ ; . ·:nrlc ot llirja.na SteTal:Jovic, ot the 11ni.veraiv. �t llelgrade who did IIUCh' ot the baaic . 

'i:
_
-\.;,��·.on �' �l�

<
iitra�-� the--��-�! �:�,�ble e�lee !rua

•• : ·-. GOlllOl&'Ya," along ,ri:t;ll Dr.L.T&n der "l'laa at the Ladbouvhogeechocl, cliageni.ngen, olland. • • 
.. :-_--::--'f�'f�- gra�:-to:� Nat1��1ai 5cience Fo�atiori to; �ding the reae�h ot 'the 
,,· ;,, Selevao project throughout 1976-1980. . . ,,; • '· �--

•• • . • ;. • • 

... ';;- -� .. :. ;1:.: \ ".· ..  �,. · •" 
?' < •• ••• :.. • 
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